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Foreword
As the medical care complex rumbles by on the tracks of technology to future
destinations with knowledge compartmentalized into box cars of specialized tech-
niques and procedures, the patients' souls are beingforgotten.
The technology ofmedicine today is not onlyfinding more disease, but it is steadily
and inexorably separating flesh from the human spirit, leaving both patients and
students bewildered and confused. We tend to dismiss the ill who have a disease
which is undetectable by computerized scans and magnetic resonance imaging or for
which there is no confirmation test.
The medical profession's conscience is represented by those who are interested in
the human side of medicine. You, humanists, must stand by the technocratic
physician and forever whisper, "Don't forget the patient." It is your duty to help us
keep the image ofmedicine bright and balanced. I urge you to speakwith and among
the physicians and scientists and not to remain cloistered in libraries and hallways to
discuss among yourselves the lost art of medicine. Come with me as I visit my
patients!
EDWIN C. CADMAN, M.D.
Chairman, DepartmentofInternalMedicine
Yale University SchoolofMedicine
The Editorial Board of The YaleJournal ofBiology and Medicine has, for the first
time, dedicated an entire issue of the Joumal to the humanities. In preparation for
this issue, many months went by, during which both writers and editors realized how
difficult it was for ajournal, accustomed foryears tojudge scientific papers, to change
gears in its editorial practices. The result oftheir efforts canbe found in the following
pages, where papers have been grouped in four interrelated sections, preceded by a
Prologue.
In the Prologue, "Can humanities be taught?," Howard Spiro responds from the
point ofviewofan experienced clinician. This response isfollowed bythe thoughts of
the Chief Medical Resident, Sandip Mukherjee, on the subject: "Should humanities
be taught?"
The second section, entitled Patients and Doctors, includes the personal experi-
ences of two patients, a physician, Robert Byck, and a philosopher, Maurice
Natanson. For the doctor who sees a patient for the first time and must listen,
observe, and understand this person before proceeding with the medical examina-
tion, it is a challenging experience. Anne Hawkins tackles the problem in her
discussion ofthe "vanishing patient." Herpaper is followed by a provocative essayby
Harvey Mandell, entitled "Humanities and Medicine (A Slightly Dissident View)."
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The four papers in the third section, Humanities in the Arts and Medicine, are
concerned with the fields of music and history. Enid Peschel and Richard Peschel
comment on two of Donizetti's operas in the light of the composer's mental
derangement. William Ober analyzes the historical consequences ofsome obstetrical
events. Alfred Bollet discusses the political aftermath of an epidemic of pellagra.
Human dissection and its cultural context in ancient Greece is the subject of the
paper by Heinrich von Staden.
The fourth section, Humanities in Action, includes a discussion of politics in
medicine by Eric Krakauer and a critical account ofthe health programs carried out
in Mississippi by Raymond Mabus, Jr., former governor.
If this issue provides food for thought and helps to narrow the gap between
patients and doctors, it will have served its purpose.
MARY G. MCCREA CURNEN, M.D., Dr. P.H.
DepartmentofEpidemiology andPublicHealth
Yale University SchoolofMedicine
GuestEditor